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TOPOLOGIES AND FORCE FIELD PARAMETERS FOR
NITROXIDE SPIN LABELS

1. Introduction

The force field used in these studies is the CHARMM19 (Chemistry at HARvard

Molecular Mechanics) extended atom force field developed by the Karplus group (Brooks

et al., 1983). As described in Chapter 1, calculation of the potential energy requires a

description of the molecular topology and a set of force field parameters. CHARMM19 is

an extended atom empirical force field developed and parameterized to calculate the

potential energy of nucleic acids and proteins. As such it is not parameterized to model

molecules other than nucleotides and amino acids. In particular, CHARMM19 lacks suit-

able topologies and parameters for nitroxide spin labels. Thus as a first step to performing

energy calculations on proteins in which spin labels have been incorporated, it is neces-

sary to define the topology of the spin label and to add additional force field parameters to

the CHARMM19 parameter file.

2. Spin Label Topologies

Topology files describe the spatial relationship of all atoms in the molecule in

terms of bonds, bond angles, dihedral angles and improper angles. The numerical values

(parameters) are not part of the topology file: the topology file simply tells the molecular
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mechanics program which atoms are involved in bonds, bond angles, dihedral angles and

improper angles. In addition, the topology file contains atom type assignments and partial

charges.

The first step in building a topology file was to assign atom names, atom types and

partial charges. To simplify the translation from two-dimensional sketch to CHARMM19

topology file, copies of the structure were labeled with the information needed to construct

the file. Specifically, three copies of the structure were made and labeled with atom

names, atom types and partial charges. This information was then translated to the text

version of the topology file (Section 4. provides an example).

2.1. Atom Names
Atom names are for the most part arbitrary. For the nitroxide spin label topologies

described here the only naming convention used was to name nitroxide ring atoms accord-

ing to their positions in the nitroxide ring. All other atoms were named sequentially as the

n-th appearance of a given element. For example, the nitroxide nitrogen was always given

the name N1, while the second occurrence of a nitrogen atom was given the name N2.

Atoms native to the labeled cysteine residue retained their names as per the CHARMM19

cysteine topology file.

2.2. Atom Types
An atom type is intrinsic to an array of bond length, bond angle, dihedral angle and

improper angle parameters: the value of a given parameter depends on the neighboring

atom type involved in the interaction. Atom typing is a tool used in molecular mechanics

programs to avoid defining force field parameters for arbitrary sets of atom names. Each

atom type has van der Waals parameters and atomic mass but partial charge is not atom
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type specific. The CHARMM19 force field is an extended atom force field: non-polar

hydrogen atoms are incorporated into the atom to which they are attached and only polar

hydrogen atoms are explicitly represented. In this representation a methyl group, for

example, is treated as a single atom for which the force field has been parameterized in

such a way as to make the single particle representative of a methyl group. The full list of

atom types and definitions used in the CHARMM19 force field is presented in Table 1.

With the exception of the nitroxide nitrogen and the nitroxide oxygen atoms, the

atom types of the spin labels used in the studies presented here are in large part typical, in

terms of hybridization, mass, van der Waals radii and geometry, of those seen in amino

acids. Thus, most of the spin label atom types were parameterized by analogy to existing

atom types. There are two characteristics of the NO moiety needing special attention.

First, the unpaired electron of the nitroxide is localized on the diatomic functional NO

moiety, making the nitrogen and oxygen atoms and their topologies atypical of atom types

in macromolecular force fields. Second, both the preference for a planar or pyramidal

environment and the spin density between the N and O atoms are dependent on the nature

of its substituents (Barone et al., 1997; Barone et al., 1998).

Barone et al., have shown that the addition of two new atom types to molecular

mechanics force fields is sufficient to account for the particular nature of these atoms

(Barone et al., 1997; Barone et al., 1998). Because the spin labels used here contain either

a five or a six member nitroxide ring and there are slight differences between them, three

new atom types were added to the CHARMM19 force field (shown in bold in Table 1).

Specifically, atom type ON was added to model the nitroxide oxygen and atom types NN5
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Table 1: CHARMM19 Atom Type Definitions

Atom
Type

Number
Atom
Type Mass Description

1 H 1.00800 hydrogen which can h-bond to neutral atom

2 HC 1.00800 hydrogen which can h-bond to charged atom

3 HA 1.00800 aliphatic H

4 HT 1.00800 TIPS3P water H

10 CT 12.01100 aliphatic carbon

11 C 12.01100 carbonyl carbon

12 CH1E 13.01900 extended atom carbon w/one H

13 CH2E 14.02700 extended atom carbon w/two H

14 CH3E 15.03500 extended atom carbon w/three H

15 CR1E 13.01900 extended atom carbon in aromatic ring w/one H

16 CM 12.01100 carbon in carbon monoxide

31 N 14.00670 peptide nitrogen with no H attached

32 NR 14.00670 nitrogen in aromatic ring with no H

33 NP 14.00670 pyrrole nitrogen

34 NH1E 15.01470 extended atom peptide nitrogen w/one H

35 NH2E 16.02270 extended atom peptide nitrogen w/two H

36 NH3E 17.03070 extended atom peptide nitrogen w/three H

37 NC2E 16.02270 extended atom charged guanidinium nitrogen w/two H

38 NH1 14.00670 peptide nitrogen bound to one H

39 NH2 14.00670 peptide nitrogen bound to two H

40 NH3 14.00670 nitrogen bound to three H

41 NC2 14.00670 charged guanidinium nitrogen bound to two H

42 NC3 14.00670 nitrogen bound to 3 carbons; for MLY

43 NN6 14.00670 nitrogen in 6 membered nitroxide ring

44 NN5 14.00670 nitrogen in 5 membered nitroxide ring

51 O 15.99940 carbonyl oxygen

52 OC 15.99940 carboxy oxygen

53 OH1E 17.00740 extended atom hydroxy oxygen

54 OH2E 18.01540 extended atom water

55 OH1 15.99940 hydroxy oxygen

56 OH2 15.99940 ST2 water oxygen

57 OM 15.99940 oxygen in carbon monoxide

58 OT 15.99940 TIPS3P water oxygen

59 OS 15.99940 ester oxygen

60 ON 15.99940 nitroxide oxygen

81 S 32.06000 sulphur

82 SH1E 33.06800 extended atom sulphur with one H

91 FE 55.84700 iron
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and NN6 were added to model the nitroxide nitrogen in five and six member nitroxide

rings, respectively1.

In addition to modeling nitroxide spin labels, the work presented here uses the x-

ray crystal structure of chicken skeletal myosin subfragment 1 (S1). In this structure forty

five lysine residues are methylated: the NζH2 was replaced with NζC2H6. To model a

nitrogen bonded to three carbons the atom type NC3 was added to the CHARMM19 force

field.

2.3. Partial Charges
The simplest treatment, and the one used in the CHARMM19 force field, of elec-

trostatic attraction and repulsion between two atoms is described by Coulomb’s law:

(1)

where and are partial atomic charges, is the distance between the two atoms and

ε dielectric constant of the medium between the charges. This treatment of electrostatic

interactions assumes charges are point charges centered on atomic nuclei and thus requires

the assignment of a partial charge to each atom.

Partial charges for the five and six member nitroxide rings were assigned based on

published values (Barone et al., 1997; Barone et al., 1998), while the partial charges on

the atoms of chemical groups attached to the nitroxide rings were assigned by analogy to

existing amino acid residue topologies. Based on this approach a set of rules for assigning

1. The addition of three rather than two atom types was initially done to account for slight differ-
ences in bond parameters and to simplify bookkeeping. In reality the addition of a single nitrox-
ide nitrogen would have sufficed.
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Table 2: Partial Charge Assignment Rules

Atom
Description

Partial
Charge

Reference
Example Spin Labels

(Figure 1)

Carbonyl C 0.55
CHARMM19

backbone atoms
I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII

Carbonyl O -0.55
CHARMM19

backbone atoms
I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII

S of S-S -0.19
CHARMM19
disulfide patch

VII, VIII

C of C-S-S-C 0.19
CHARMM19
disulfide patch

VII, VIII

S of C-S-C -0.12
CHARMM19

methionine topology
I, II, III, IV, V, VI

Cs of phenyl groups
attached as in pheny-
lalanine are neutral

C
H

0.00

-0.06
0.06

CHARMM19
(phenylalanine)

(Barone et al., 1998)

VI, VII

H Bound to sp3 C 0.06 (Barone et al., 1998)

H bound to sp2 C 0.14 (Barone et al., 1998)

H bound to amidic N
(R-NH-COR’)

0.28 (Barone et al., 1998)

H bound to aminic N
(RCHR-NH2) 0.43 (Barone et al., 1998)

H bound to alcoholic
O

(R-OH)
0.43 (Barone et al., 1998)

Etheric O
(R-O-R’)

-0.35 (Barone et al., 1998) I, V, VI

Hydroxyl O
(C-OH)

-0.65 (Barone et al., 1998)

Amidic N
(R-NH-COR’)

-0.42 (Barone et al., 1998) I

Aminic N
(RCHR-NH2

-0.92 (Barone et al., 1998)

Nitroxide N 0.17 (Barone et al., 1998) I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII

Nitroxide O -0.31 (Barone et al., 1998) I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII

Methyl groups
H
C

0.00
0.06
-0.18

CHARMM19
(Barone et al., 1998)

I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII

C of nitroxide moiety 0.07 (Barone et al., 1998)

Methylene
H
C

0.00
0.06
-0.12

(Barone et al., 1998)
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partial charges to spin label structures was developed and is presented in Table 2. While

not all assignment rules were utilized for the labels in these studies, they are included here

for future work with a variety of spin labels.

CHX (X not an sp3 C)
groups not directly

bound to heteroatoms
neutral (Barone et al., 1998)

When explicit lone
pairs are employed
for the nitroxide O:

LP
O

-0.24
0.17

(Barone et al., 1998)

CH2X neutral (Barone et al., 1998)

Figure 1: A representative set of nitroxide spin labels of varying size, polarity and tether length.

Table 2: Partial Charge Assignment Rules (Cont’d)

Atom
Description

Partial
Charge

Reference
Example Spin Labels

(Figure 1)
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2.4. Coordinates
Initial coordinates of spin label modified cysteine residues were generated using

the Insight II (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA) Builder module, which allows building of

molecules by piecing together molecular fragments. These structures were then energy

minimized and added to the amino acid fragment library from where they can be easily

accessed for in silico mutation of any amino acid to a spin labeled cysteine using the "res-

idue replace" pull-down in the Insight II Biopolymer module.

3. CHARMM19 Force Field Parameters

The first question to be tackled when performing molecular mechanics calcula-

tions on molecules modified with extrinsic probes such as spin labels is: "How should one

proceed to develop new parameters for spin labels (or for that matter any new molecule or

fragment)?" The general principle is to "clone" as many parameters as possible by analogy

to existing molecular structures. The amount of effort expended on parameterization

should be proportional to the depth and accuracy expected from the scientific problem.

Accurate calculation of thermodynamic properties requires the best set of parameters

obtainable, while qualitative descriptions of reasonable geometries may require less work

(Kollman, 2001). The approach taken here was to determine reference values such as bond

lengths and bond angles from tabulations of experimental values in the literature and to

obtain force constants by analogy to similar parameters in the force field. In cases where

reference values were not available in the literature, both the reference value and the force

constant were estimated from existing parameters.
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3.1. Bond Parameters
The CHARMM19 bond energy is calculated as a simple harmonic potential

(2)

where is the bond stretching force constant, is the bond length and is the refer-

ence bond length. On either addition of new atom types or bonding of existing atom types

for which no bond energy parameters exist, it is necessary to provide and values.

Reference bond lengths for the nitroxide moiety of five and six member nitroxide rings

were taken from X-ray structures (Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau 1976) and from quantum

mechanical calculations (Barone et al., 1997; Barone et al., 1998) and are presented in

Table 3.

In addition to the bonds between the nitroxide moiety atom types added to the

force field, several reference values were added to account for atom types not normally

bonded in proteins. Bond length parameters were taken from values reported in the litera-

ture (Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau 1976; Barone et al., 1997; Barone et al., 1998); otherwise

they were determined by analogy to similar parameters in the force field. Reference bond

lengths were determined by cloning against existing similar interactions. For example,

several spin labels required bond parameters for a tetrahedral carbon (CT) bonded to an

extended atom carbon with one hydrogen (CH1E). Since this parameter did not exist in

CHARMM19, it was necessary to add both the reference bond length and the force con-

stant. In this particular case both parameters were taken from the parameters for CT

bonded to an extended atom carbon with either two or three hydrogens (CH2E, CH3E).

The bond parameters added to the CHARMM19 parameter set to accommodate the five

Vb kb b b0–( )2
,=

kb b b0

kb b0
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and six member nitroxide rings are also presented in Table 3. The full set of parameters is

given in Appendix A.

3.2. Bond Angle Parameters
The CHARMM bond angle energy calculated is also calculated as a simple har-

monic potential given by

, (3)

where is force constant, is the bond angle and is the reference bond angle. The

same strategy of using published values where available and cloning of analogous values

from existing structures that was applied to bond length parameterization was used to

Table 3: CHARMM19 Bond Length Parameters

Bond

Atom
Type 1

Atom
Type 2

kb

(kcal/mol·Å2)

bo
(Å)

Comments

S OH1 400 1.56 r from L-B, k from OC-S
CH2E NC3 422 1.47 r from L-B, k from Barone
CH3E NC3 422 1.48 r from L-B, k from Barone
CT CH1E 200 1.53 r and k from CT-CH*E
CH1E NR 422 1.45 r and k from CH1E-N*
C S 450 1.81 r and k from CT-S
CH1E NP 422 1.45 r from L-B, k from Barone
CT NN6 422 1.48 r from L-B, k from CT-N*
CT NN5 422 1.48 r from L-B, k from CT-N*
CT CR1E 250 1.45 r and k from CH2E-CR1E
CT NR 422 1.45 r and k from CT-N*
CH2E NR 422 1.49 r and k from CH*E-N*
CR1E S 450 1.81 r and k from CR1E-NR
NN5 ON 450 1.279 r from L-B, k from Barone
NN6 ON 450 1.279 r from L-B, k from Barone
* represents a wild-card (i.e., any character in this position of the atom type)
L-B refers to x-ray structures of Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau (Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau 1976).
Barone refers to the quantum mechanical studies of Barone et al. (Barone et al., 1998).

Vbond kb b bo–( )2
=

Vθ kθ θ θ0–( )2
=

kθ θ θ0
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develop reference bond angles bond angle force constants. The bond angle parameters

added to the CHARMM19 parameter set to accommodate the five and six member nitrox-

ide rings are presented in Table 4. The full set of parameters is given in Appendix A.

Table 4: CHARMM19 Bond Angle Parameters

Bond Angle

Atom
Type 1

Atom
Type 2

Atom
Type 2

kθ
(kcal/mol·rad2)

q
(deg)

Comments

C CH2E S 50 112.5 θ from L-B, k from C-CH1E-S
C CH1E CT 70 106.5 copy of C-CH1E-CH3E
C CT CR1E 70 111.0 θ from L-B, k from C-C-CR1E
C CT S 50 112.5 θ from L-B, k from C-CH1E-S
C CH2E S 50 104.2 copy of C-CH1E-S
C CH1E C 70 109.5 k from C-CT-CT
C CT CH3E 70 111.6 θ from L-B, k from C-CT-CT
CR1E CT CH3E 70 111.6 θ from L-B, k from C-CT-CT
CT CT CH3E 45 111.0 copy of CT-CT-CT
CT CT CH2E 45 111.0 copy of CT-CT-CT
CT CT CH1E 45 111.0 copy of CT-CT-CT
CT CH1E CT 45 111.0 copy of CT-CT-CT
CT CR1E CH2E 60 121.5 copy of CT-C-CT
CT CT NN5 65 100.0 θ from L-B, k from CT-CT-N*
CT CT NN6 65 109.3 θ from L-B, k from CT-CT-N*
CT NC2 O 65 118.2 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CT NN6 ON 80 117.0 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CT NN5 ON 80 121.0 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CT C CH1E 60 117.0 θ from L-B, k from C*-N-C*
CT C CH2E 60 117.0 θ from L-B, k from C*-N-C*
CT C CH3E 60 118.0 θ from L-B, k from C*-N-C*
CT C CT 60 111.0 θ from L-B, k from C*-N-C*
C S CH2E 55.5 99.5 copy of CT-S-CT
CT NC2 CT 60 123.5 θ from L-B, k from C*-N-C*
CT NN6 CT 60 123.5 θ from L-B, k from C*-N-C*
CT NN5 CT 60 115.0 θ from L-B, k from C*-N-C*
CT C CR1E 70 108.0 θ from L-B, k from CT-C-C
CT CR1E CR1E 70 108.0 θ from L-B, k from CT-C-C
CH2E CR1E CR1E 70 108.0 θ from L-B, k from CT-C-C

CT CH2E NR 65 117.2
θ from MOPAC model, k from CH2E-
CH2E-N*

* represents a wild-card (i.e. any character in this position of the atom type)
L-B refers to x-ray structures of Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau (Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau 1976).
Barone refers to the quantum mechanical studies of Barone et al. (Barone et al., 1998).

Vangle kθ θ θo–( )2
=
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CR1E CH2E NR 65 117.2
θ from MOPAC, k from CH2E-CH2E-
N*

CT CH2E S 50 122.2
θ from MOPAC models, k from C-
CH1E-S

CR1E CH2E S 50 122.2
θ from MOPAC models, k from C-
CH1E-S

CH1E C NP 65 112.6 θ from MOPAC models, k from C-C-NP
CH1E CT NN6 65 109.3 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CH2E CT NN6 65 109.3 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CH3E CT NN6 65 108.0 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CH1E CT NN5 65 108.0 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CH2E CT NN5 65 109.3 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CH3E CT NN5 65 108.0 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CH1E C CR1E 70 121.5 copy of CH2E-C-CR1E
CH3E C CR1E 70 121.5 copy of CH2E-C-CR1E

CH3E C CH1E 60 117.0
θ from L-B, k from CT-N-CT (sp3-sp2-
sp3)

CR1E C O 65 119.0
θ from MOPAC models, k from CR1E-
C-OH1

NP C O 85 124.2 θ from MOPAC models, k from N-C-O
NR C O 85 123.5 θ from MOPAC models, k from N-C-O
NN5 CT C 70 100.0 θ from L-B, k from C-CH*E-N*
NN5 CT CR1E 70 100.0 θ from L-B, k from C-CH*E-N*
NN5 CT C 80 100.0 θ from L-B, k from Barone
CH3E CT CH3E 45 111.0 θ from L-B, k from CH*E-CH*E-CH*E
CH1E CH2E CT 45 114.6 θ from L-B, k from CH*E-CH*E-CH*E
CH1E CT CH3E 45 109.1 θ from L-B, k from CH*E-CH*E-CH*E
CH2E CT CH3E 45 109.1 θ from L-B, k from CH*E-CH*E-CH*E
CH1E CH1E CT 45 111.0 θ from L-B, k from CH*E-CH*E-CH*E
CH2E CH1E CT 45 111.0 θ from L-B, k from CH*E-CH*E-CH*E
CH1E CH1E S 50 112.5 copy of CT-CT-S
CH2E CH1E S 50 112.5 copy of CT-CT-S
CH3E CH1E S 50 112.5 copy of CT-CT-S
CH1E C S 50 112.5 copy of CT-CT-S
CT C S 50 112.5 copy of CT-CT-S
CH2E CH1E NP 65 110.7 θ from L-B, k from CH*E-CH*E-N*
CH2E CH1E NR 65 122.0 θ from L-B, k from CH*E-CH*E-N*
CH2E CH1E CH2E 45 116.1 θ from L-B, k from CH*E-CH*E-CH*E
CH2E CH2E NC3 65 110.5 copy of CH2E-CH2E-NH3
CH2E NC3 CH3E 60 109.0

Table 4: CHARMM19 Bond Angle Parameters (Cont’d)

Bond Angle

Atom
Type 1

Atom
Type 2

Atom
Type 2

kθ
(kcal/mol·rad2)

q
(deg)

Comments

* represents a wild-card (i.e. any character in this position of the atom type)
L-B refers to x-ray structures of Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau (Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau 1976).
Barone refers to the quantum mechanical studies of Barone et al. (Barone et al., 1998).

Vangle kθ θ θo–( )2
=
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3.3. Dihedral and Improper Angle Parameters
The CHARMM dihedral and improper angle potential is represented as a periodic

function

(4)

where is the force constant, is the actual torsion angle and is the reference torsion

angle value and n is the periodicity. While the definition of dihedral and improper angles

is the same, CHARMM19 maintains two separate topology and parameter lists for dihe-

dral and improper angles. Historically, improper angles are mostly used with and

are used to maintain planarity and chirality, whereas dihedral angles are used with to

describe multi-minimum torsion potentials.

The structure of the nitroxide moiety has a twisted chair conformation (Lajzerow-

icz-Bonneteau 1976). This is probably due to a trade-off between the intrinsic preference

of the nitrogen atom for a pyramidal environment (i.e., sp3 hybridization) and stabilization

CH1E NP C 70 125.2 θ from L-B, k from C-NP-C
CH1E NR C 70 122.0 θ from L-B, k from CH3E-NR-C
CH2E NR C 70 124.5 θ from MOPAC models, k from C-NP-C
S CR1E CR1E 50 118.3 θ from L-B, k from CT-S-S
S CR1E C 50 122.3 θ from L-B, k from CT-S-S

Table 4: CHARMM19 Bond Angle Parameters (Cont’d)

Bond Angle

Atom
Type 1

Atom
Type 2

Atom
Type 2

kθ
(kcal/mol·rad2)

q
(deg)

Comments

* represents a wild-card (i.e. any character in this position of the atom type)
L-B refers to x-ray structures of Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau (Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau 1976).
Barone refers to the quantum mechanical studies of Barone et al. (Barone et al., 1998).

Vangle kθ θ θo–( )2
=

Vφ

kφ 1 nφ φ0–( )cos+[ ] , if n 0>

kφ φ φ0–( )2
, if n 0=







=

kφ φ φ0

n 0=

n 0>
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from partial πbonding (i.e., sp2 hybridization) (Barone et al., 1998). To account for this a

new parameterization is introduced as suggested by Barone et al., (Barone et al., 1998).

The ON–NN*–C*–C* dihedral angle was added to control the flexibility of the ring, while

the NN*–X–X–C* improper angle was added to control the out-of-plane bending of the

nitroxide moiety.

Table 5 contains dihedral and improper angle parameters added to CHARMM19

for spin labels. The full set of parameters is given in Appendix A. Parameters were taken

from literature values and by cloning against existing parameters.

Table 5: CHARMM19 Dihedral and Improper Angle Parameters

Dihedral Angle

Atom
Type 1

Atom
Type 2

Atom
Type 3

Atom
Type 4

kφ n φ
(deg)

Comments

CT C C CR1E 2.5 2 180.0 copy of CR1E-C-C-C
CT C C C 2.5 2 180 copy of CR1E-C-C-C
CR1E C C NR 2.5 3 0.0 copy of *-C-C-*
CR1E CR1E CH2E NR 2.5 2 0.0
CT CT CH2E S 2.5 2 0.0
CR1E CR1E CH2E S 2.5 2 0.0
X CH2E NC3 X 0.6 3 0.0 copy of X-CH2E-NH3-X
X C S X 1.2 2 0.0 copy of X-CT-S-X
CH3E CT NN5 CT 0.3 3 180.0 copy of X-CH*E-N-X
C CT NN5 CT 0.3 3 180.0 copy of X-CH*E-N-X
ON NN5 CT CR1E 0.3 3 0.0 from Barone
ON NN5 CT C 0.3 3 0.0 from Barone
ON NN5 CT CH2E 0.3 3 0.0 from Barone
ON NN5 CT CH1E 0.3 3 0.0 from Barone
ON NN6 CT CH2E 0.3 3 0.0 from Barone
X CH1E NR X 0.3 3 0.0 copy of X-CH1E-N-X
CT X X CT 55.0 0 35.3 copy of CH*E-X-X-CH*E
* represents a wild-card (i.e. any character in this position of the atom type)
L-B refers to x-ray structures of Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau (Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau 1976).
Barone refers to the quantum mechanical studies of Barone et al. (Barone et al., 1998).

Vφ

kφ 1 nφ φ0–( )cos+[ ] , if n 0>

kφ φ φ0–( )2
, if n 0=







=
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3.4. van der Waals Parameters
van der Waals interactions arise from a non-uniform and fluctuating distribution of

electrons in electronic orbitals. These instantaneous and short lived imbalances in the elec-

tron distribution induce a temporary dipole. In response, the electron distribution in neigh-

boring atoms is induced to polarize in order to minimize electron – electron repulsion. The

result is an induced dipole – induced dipole attractive interaction known as a London dis-

persion force. At very close distances this attractive interaction is overcome by repulsive

forces between electron clouds and possibly between atomic nuclei. In the CHARMM

force field van der Waals interactions are modeled using the Lennard-Jones potential,

which models the attractive interaction as and the repulsive interaction as

. The Lennard-Jones potential used in CHARMM is

CT X X C 90.0 0 0.0 copy of C-X-X-CH*E
CT X X CR1E 25.0 0 0.0 copy of C-X-X-CR1E
CT X X CH1E 55.0 0 35.3 copy of CH*E-X-X-CH*E
NC2 X X CH1E 45.0 0 0.0 copy of NC2-X-X-C*
C X X CH1E 90.0 0 0.0 copy of C-X-X-CH*E
NN5 X X CT 45.0 0 0.0 copy of NC2-X-X-C*
NN6 X X CT 45.0 0 0.0 copy of NC2-X-X-C*
NN5 X X CR1E 25.0 0 0.0 copy of NR-X-X-CR1E

Table 5: CHARMM19 Dihedral and Improper Angle Parameters (Cont’d)

Dihedral Angle

Atom
Type 1

Atom
Type 2

Atom
Type 3

Atom
Type 4

kφ n φ
(deg)

Comments

* represents a wild-card (i.e. any character in this position of the atom type)
L-B refers to x-ray structures of Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau (Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau 1976).
Barone refers to the quantum mechanical studies of Barone et al. (Barone et al., 1998).

Vφ

kφ 1 nφ φ0–( )cos+[ ] , if n 0>

kφ φ φ0–( )2
, if n 0=







=

V r
6–∝

V r
12–∝
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(5)

where rij is the interatomic distance, εij is the potential well depth Vmin and is the

minimum distance or van der Waals radius.

The number of nonbond parameters, and εij, is equal to , where

N is the number of atom types. Rather than explicitly including parameters for each

and εij, rmin and Vmin are provided only for each atom type and the following combination

rules are used to obtain and εij:

(6)

Thus, parameterization requires defining only Vmin (εi) and rmin ( ) for each atom type.

Addition of NN5, NN6 and ON Lennard-Jones parameters was a straightforward

cloning of existing parameters. The CHARMM19 force field parameter set has entries for

N* to include all nitrogen atom types and O* to include all oxygen atom types, so the val-

ues for the nitroxide nitrogen (NN5 and NN6) and the nitroxide oxygen (ON) were

assigned these values.
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4. A Representative Example: Cys-MTSSL

The procedure for building a cysteine with a spin label modified side chain is illus-

trated here using the MTSSL (Figure 2) as an example. MTSSL is one of the most widely

used spin labels and consists of a five member nitroxide ring covalently attached to the

cysteine side chain via a disulfide bond with the cysteine Sγ.

4.1. Sketching and Labeling
In the first step cys-MTSSL was sketched using CS ChemDraw Pro ((Corporation

1998)). Three copies of the structure were then made and labeled with atom name,

CHARMM19 atom type and partial charge, respectively (Figure 2). The first copy is

labeled with atom names. The nitroxide oxygen atom was given the name O1 and atoms of

the nitroxide ring were named starting at the nitroxide nitrogen in ring position 1 (N1) and

moving counterclockwise around the ring. Atoms not in the nitroxide ring were named

according to the number of times the given element appeared in the structure moving out-

ward from the nitroxide ring. Copy two is labeled with CHARMM19 atom types. Each

atom of the spin label must be given an atom type based on criteria such as the local struc-

ture of the atom (tetrahedral, planar, pyramidal), hybridization and number of extended

Table 6: CHARMM19 van der Waals Parameters

van der Waals Parameters

Atom
Type

Vmin
(kcal/mol)

rmin
(Å)

Comments

NN5 -0.2384 1.6000 copy of N*

NN6 -0.2384 1.6000 copy of N*

ON -0.1591 1.6000 copy of O*

* represents a wild-card (i.e. any character in this position of the atom type)
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atom hydrogens. Atom typing of most atoms is a straightforward assignment from Table 1.

For example, carbon atoms with 1, 2 or 3 hydrogen atoms are typed as CH1E, CH2E and

CH3E, respectively. Tetrahedral carbons such as those flanking the nitroxide nitrogen are

tetrahedral and thus typed CT. The nitroxide nitrogen either NN5 or NN6 and the nitroxide

oxygen NO. In cases such as the carbon in the fourth ring position (C4) of MTSSL, which

has one extended hydrogen atom, there may be two or more possible atom types. In this

case the choice was between an extended atom carbon with one hydrogen (CH1E) and an

extended atom carbon with one hydrogen in an aromatic ring (CR1E). Since the bond

length and angle parameters of CR1E bound to an atom of type CT (C5) and an atom of

type C (C3) most closely matched those of the x-ray structure (Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau

1976) and the unsaturated five member nitroxide rings are planar, CR1E was chosen over

CH1E.

The third copy of the structure is labeled with partial charges. All partial charges

were assigned based on the rules provided in Table 2.

4.2. Writing the Topology File
Once gathered, the topology file information must be transcribed into a form read-

able by CHARMM. The topology file has a several sections. The first section is a title sec-

tion, which can have up to 10 lines delimited by a line containing a * in the first column

(in this example their are 3 title lines) The fourth line contains the version number, must

have the format shown in Table 7 and must be followed by a blank line.

Section two defines the out of residue declarations, which tells the program to look
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outside the current residue for this atom name. The use of a - or + before any atom name

indicates that this atom is to found either one residue behind or one residue ahead of the

current residue, respectively. If this atom can not be found, then the associated energy

Figure 2: Sketches of MTSSL modified cysteine labeled with the data necessary to build a
CHARMM19 topology file.
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term is dropped and a warning issued.

Section three defines the residue name and the total charge on the residue. The res-

idue name is limited to four characters, so CMTS was chosen for cys-MTSSL. The total

charge on CMTS is 0.0.

Section four defines the atoms within the residue. Each line defines an atom in

terms of atom name, atom type and partial charge. The GROUp keyword divides the struc-

ture into specific electrostatic groups. These are used with explicit group-group electro-

static options and to make the atom-atom list generation more efficient. The section shown

here for CMTS is a simple transcription of the data shown in Figure 2.

The next four sections define the bonds, angles, dihedral angles and improper

angles. Bonds are defined by each pair of atom names listed next to the BOND keyword,

and all must be explicitly defined. Angles can be either explicitly defined or autogener-

ated. In this example the autogenerate angles option was used. Dihedral and improper

angles are defined by each quadruple of atom names listed next to either the DIHE or the

IMPH keyword. For CMTS the first nine dihedral angles define the torsion angles tether-

ing the nitroxide ring to the cysteine backbone, while the remaining two define the geom-

etry of the nitroxide moiety (Section ). The first three improper angles are native to the

cysteine residue and necessary to accurately model the chirality of CA and to keep the

peptide bond planar. The fourth improper angle is control nitroxide moiety out-of-plane

bending (Section ).

The next section defines atoms capable of participating in hydrogen bonding.

Donors are declared using the keyword DONO followed by the hydrogen atom name and

the heavy atom name. Acceptors are declared using the ACCE keyword followed by
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acceptor heavy atom and the atom to which it is bonded. For nitroxide spin labels, Barone

et al., (Barone et al., 1998) have shown that the nitroxide oxygen (O1) can act as a hydro-

gen bond acceptor and the ACCE O1 N1 entry declares O1 as an acceptor.

The final section contains the internal coordinates definitions. These entries

(labeled IC for internal coordinates) contain the information necessary to build the coordi-

nates of the residue from bond lengths, bond angles, dihedrals and impropers (a * preced-

ing the third atom indicates that this is an improper dihedral angle). Each IC entry reads as

a list of four atom names (I–J–K–L) followed by five values. The first value is the I–J

bond length, the second is the I–J–K bond angle, the third is the is the I–J–K–L dihedral

angle (or improper angle if *K), the fourth is the J–K–L angle and the fifth is the K–L

bond length.

Several methods are available for filling the IC table (i.e., replacing the zeros with

non-zero values): 1) with reference values from the parameter file, 2) with values explic-

itly specified in the IC lines, or 3) with values calculated from known coordinates. All

uses of topology files in this work are in conjunction with known coordinates, so their is

no need to fill the IC entries in the topology file with non-zero values. A major application

of IC information in this work is to make changes to dihedral angle values via an IC EDIT

command followed by rebuilding of the molecular structure from internal coordinates.

This use necessitates the inclusion of enough IC entries to build each atom of CMTS.

4.3. Testing
CMTS was tested by first building the structure in CHARMM using initial coordi-

nates generated in Insight II and the modified CHARMM19 extended atom force field

parameters. Following extensive minimization of the structure using the adopted basis
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Newton-Raphson minimization algorithm, all bond lengths were within 0.05 Å and all

bond angles within 5 of their crystal structure values. Thus, the topology file and parame-

terization yield a structure adequate for structural studies of probe orientation and mobil-

ity.

Table 7: Topology File for MTSSL Modified Cysteine

* TOPOLOGY FILE FOR Cys-MTSSL

* CHARMM19 SUPPORT FILE

* Last modified on 4/21/00 by kls

20 1 ! Version number

! DECLaration of out of residue definitions

DECL -C

DECL -O

DECL +N

DECL +H

DECL +CA

! Turn on autogeneration of angles

AUTOGENERATE ANGLES

! Residue name and total charge specification

RESI CMTS 0.00000

! ATOM definitions within this residue

GROU

ATOM N NH1 -0.35

ATOM H H 0.25

ATOM CA CH1E 0.10

GROU

ATOM CB CH2E 0.19

ATOM SG S -0.19

GROU

ATOM C C 0.55

ATOM O O -0.55

GROU

ATOM N1 NN5 0.17

ATOM O1 ON -0.31

ATOM C2 CT 0.07

ATOM C5 CT 0.07

GROU

ATOM C3 C 0.00
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ATOM C4 CR1E 0.00

ATOM C6 CH3E 0.00

ATOM C7 CH3E 0.00

ATOM C8 CH3E 0.00

ATOM C9 CH3E 0.00

GROU

ATOM C10 CH2E 0.19

ATOM S1 S -0.19

! Bond specifications

BOND N CA CA C C +N C O N H

BOND CA CB CB SG

BOND N1 O1 N1 C2 N1 C5

BOND C2 C3 C2 C8 C2 C9

BOND C3 C4 C3 C10 C10 S1

BOND C4 C5 C5 C6 C5 C7

BOND SG S1

! Dihedral angle specifications

DIHE -C N CA C N CA C +N CA C +N +CA

DIHE N CA CB SG

DIHE SG CB CA C

DIHE CA CB SG S1

DIHE CB SG S1 C10

DIHE SG S1 C10 C3

DIHE S1 C10 C3 C2

DIHE O1 N1 C5 C4

DIHE O1 N1 C2 C3

! Improper angle specifications

IMPH N -C CA H C CA +N O CA N C CB

IMPH O1 C2 C5 N1

! Donor and acceptor specifications

DONO H N

ACCE O C

ACCE O1 N1

! Internal coordinates information

IC -C CA *N H 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC -C N CA C 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC N CA C +N 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC +N CA *C O 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC CA C +N +CA 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

Table 7: Topology File for MTSSL Modified Cysteine (Cont’d)
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IC N C *CA CB 0.0000 0.00 120.00 0.00 0.0000

IC N CA CB SG 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC CA CB SG S1 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC CB SG S1 C10 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC SG S1 C10 C3 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC S1 C10 C3 C2 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC C2 C10 *C3 C4 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC C10 C3 C2 C8 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC C3 C8 *C2 C9 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC C2 C3 C4 C5 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC C3 C4 C5 C6 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC C4 C6 *C5 C7 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC C3 C4 C5 N1 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

IC C2 C5 *N1 O1 0.0000 0.00 180.00 0.00 0.0000

END

Table 7: Topology File for MTSSL Modified Cysteine (Cont’d)
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